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A S K  A  P R O F

If there is one educational 
qualification or degree that has 
an almost mythical status, it’s 

a doctoral degree (PhD). But what 
exactly does a PhD entail and is 
it something you should consider 
pursuing? In this piece I attempt 
to answer these questions from 
the perspective of a business and 
management scholar. 

If the pursuit of new knowledge 
(i.e., conducting research, publishing 
papers in top academic journals, 
writing academic books) as a life-long 
career and calling sounds exciting to 
you, then a PhD might be the right 
step. A PhD program aims to impart 
the knowledge, skills and values 
required to embark on a career in 
academia. Contrary to popular belief, a 
PhD is not required for teaching per se, 
but it is indispensable for learning to 
conduct academic research. A doctoral 
degree allows you to dive deep into 
a specific discipline that you are 
passionate about and lets you become 
a specialist in your field. 

An often asked question is what 
careers a PhD prepares you for? A 
focus on research and teaching means 
that PhD students are often preparing 

for an academic career at a university. 
But what does a career as an academic 
look like?  A normal trajectory for 
a PhD student upon completion of 
their degree might typically begin 
with a job as a lecturer or an assistant 
professor. In “tenure-track” positions 
this period might last for five to eight 
years during which, one is expected to 
publish a required number of journal 
articles, books and book-chapters 
while delivering high-quality teaching. 
If a person is able to meet the required 
research and teaching standards, they 
are offered a ‘tenured’ position by 
the university, which often coincides 
with a promotion to an associate 
professor or senior lecturer. Yet it is 
not uncommon for universities to 
deny tenure to an assistant professor 
after five to eight years, thus forcing 
the person to look for another job, 
and hence the notorious expression 
‘publish or perish’. 

The process of securing admission 
into a PhD program often involves a 
lot of preparation, from ensuring you 
have an excellent academic record, 
to making sure you have the right 
research experience and background. 
Admission to a program can then mean 

four to six years of study, in which 
you will be tasked with developing 
and defending a proposal of original 
research under the supervision of an 
experienced professor. 

PhDs are a big commitment, and 
undertaking years of grueling study 
and research isn’t for everyone. 
It requires a high degree of self-
motivation, academic excellence and, 
above all, curiosity to ask questions 
and push the frontiers of knowledge. 
For such people, however, nothing 
could be more satisfying than a PhD 
degree and a career in academia. In 
the words of Professor James March of 
Stanford University, ‘Higher education 
is a vision, not a calculation…a 
commitment, not a choice. Teaching 
is not a job, it is a sacrament…and 
research is not an investment, it is a 
testament.” n

Ravee Chittoor is an associate professor  
and academic director of the PhD program 
at the Gill Graduate School. 

Do you have a question for a Gustavson 

professor that you’d like to see featured in a 

future issue of Business Class?  

Email bizedit@uvic.ca for consideration. 
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